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1

Introduction

The (method of the) ”embedding tensor” and the associated ”tensor hierarchies” is an elegant
and useful way for the construction of supergravity theories and, by freezing the gravity
sector, of higher gauge theories. There exists a big literature on the subject, see, e.g., [1–9].
The intention of the present note is two-fold: First, we show that every embedding
tensor is canonically associated to a Leibniz algebra. A Leibniz algebra is a generalization
of a Lie algebra: the bilinear product defined on a vector space V, which we denote by ◦ in
this note, is not necessarily antisymmetric, while it still satisfies an appropriate version of
the Jacobi identity. In particular, if ◦ is antisymmetric, the axioms reduce to that of a Lie
algebra. This mathematical notion was studied by Jean-Louis Loday, who showed among
others that the tensor algebra T • V∗ receives the structure of a complex when equipped with
an appropriate degree plus one operator named after him. What we want to stress as a first
point in this article is, in particular, that one should shift the focus from embedding tensors
directly to Leibniz algebras (or Loday algebras, in honor of Jean-Louis) in the construction
of the corresponding gauge theories.
Second, we show that every Leibniz algebra gives canonically rise to a higher homotopy
version of a Lie algebra: a Lie ∞-algebra [10–12]. In fact, it is known that, at least in the
absence of scalar fields, every higher gauge theory underlies a structural Lie ∞-algebra, cf,
e.g., [13–15]. It is thus comforting to know that there is such a canonical Lie ∞-algebra
associated to every Leibniz algebra. The most elegant description of such an algebra is
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provided by what is called a differential graded (dg-) manifold (M, Q), called also simply
a Q-manifold sometimes. For n = 1, this reproduces the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex
(Λg∗ , dCE , ∧) for some ordinary Lie algebra g. In the present article we show that the
above mentioned Loday complex T • V∗ together with the Loday differential dL and an odd
version of the shuffle product also define a Q-manifold. We note in parenthesis that even if
the Leibniz algebra is a Lie algebra, this Q-manifold is bigger than the one corresponding
to the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex. As a graded manifold, it can be identified with the
free graded Lie algebra of the vector space V when shifted into degree -1. The Loday
differential dL induces an odd, nilpotent vector field QL on this manifold and thus defines
an infinitely extended homotopy Lie algebra. We define truncations or, more precisely,
projections to finite n Q-manifolds or Lie n-algebras. These are those needed concretely
for the construction of higher gauge theories in a particular spacetime dimension. We pay
particular attention to the case n = 2, which corresponds to non-abelian gerbes (in arbitrary
spacetime dimensions), displaying its 1-, 2-, and 3-brackets explicitly, and demonstrate how
they are obtained by the general truncation process.
More mathematical details will be presented elsewhere. For example, applying the in
part elaborate techniques of [17, 18] to a differential graded Lie algebra (dgla) that one
can associate to every Leibniz algebra—where one of the options for this dgla is to use the
Kantor algebra appearing in [19] or, simpler, a suitable sub-dgla of it—one also obtains
a Lie ∞-algebra. In [16] we will prove the non-trivial fact that it agrees with the one
in our construction mentioned above. Also action functionals and their gauge invariance
as obtained when using the findings of the present paper will be presented on another
occasion—but see also [20–22] for some related steps in the case n = 2 as well as the last
subsection to this article, section 3.5.
1.1

About the first version of this paper from 2013

The main findings of this paper were obtained in 2012/2013. A first, partially finished draft
existed since 2013. It consisted of the present front page (title and abstract), section 2, the
subsections 3.1, 3.2, and Appendix A (up to small polishing, without any change of contents,
and the later addition of footnotes). The content of the whole paper, except for subsection
3.5, was moreover communicated by one of us in [23]. We originally intended to include
more mathematical details about the Lie infinity structure as well as an extended part on
the general construction of the associated higher gauge theories, using the framework of
[13, 14]. However, the 2013 draft was available to some people and its results have been
used in [24, 25]. In addition, the observation of the canonically associated Lie 2-algebra, a
special case of our findings, has been meanwhile found independently in [26] and a related
one also in [27]. We thus decided to round up the original text by the addition of three
subsections and the above short introduction and to postpone further analysis to later work.
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2

Embedding tensor versus Leibniz algebra

2.1

The embedding tensor

In this subsection we provide a basis-independent description of the embedding tensor.
Let (g, [·, ·]) be a Lie algebra and consider a vector space V carrying a representation
of g. An embedding tensor is a map θ : V → g onto a Lie subalgebra g0 ⊂ g that is
g0 -equivariant. Equivariance means that for any ξ ∈ g0 and v ∈ V one has
θ(ξ · v) = ξ · θ(v) ≡ [ξ, θ(v)],

(2.1)

i.e. θ is an intertwiner between the g0 -representations V and g0 . Here we used the fact that
any g-representation induces a g0 -representation and that any Lie algebra is a representation
of itself with respect to the left-multiplication (regular representation), i.e. with respect to
the adjoint action on itself (adjoint representation).
θ can be regarded also as a g0 -invariant element in the g-representation V∗ ⊗ g, θ ∈
(V∗ ⊗ g)g0 . This representation will be reducible in general and supersymmetry restricts
θ to particular, invariant subspaces, which is called the representation constraint on the
embedding tensor. This constraint will not play an important role in the present context,
however, since the considerations of the present paper are valid for any θ as defined above.
In fact, all of g does not enter here, except for that im(θ) = g0 is naturally embedded
into g and thus probably gave rise to the name “embedding tensor”. Restricting the whole
discussion directly to g0 for this reason, we arrive at the following simplified definition,
which we will use from now on: An embedding tensor
θ : V  g0

(2.2)

is a surjective intertwiner from a g0 -representation V to its adjoint representation. .
The so-called closure constraint, viewed as a quadratic equation on θ, is automatically contained in this definition. To see this, we choose a basis eM in V and bα in g0 ,
[bα , bβ ] = fαβ γ bγ ; then the embedding tensor corresponds to the matrix θM α appearing
in θ(eM ) = θM α bα . Furthermore, denote the representation matrices corresponding to bα
by tα ∈ EndV ∼
= Matdim(V) , so that bα · eM = −tαM N eN . (bα · denotes the bα in the
representation, the minus sign in the last equation ensures the same for the matrices tα ,
i.e. the matrix commutator satisfies [tα , tβ ] = fαβ γ tγ ).1 Then the condition (2.1) becomes
ξ α v M θ(tαM N eN ) = ξ α v M [bα , θM β bβ ]. Making use of the fact that θ : V → g0 is surjective,
we can replace ξ α by θP α wP . The resulting equation has to hold for all v, w ∈ V and thus
indeed reduces to the known closure constraint
θP α tαM N θN γ + θP α θM β fαβ γ = 0 .

(2.3)

In what follows, we will show that the embedding data as defined above can be described
concisely by a more straightforward notion for the present purposes, namely the one of a
Leibniz algebra on V.
1

For a simpler comparison with the literature, we adapt the notation correspondingly, cf., e.g., [7].
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2.2

Reformulation as a Leibniz algebra

A Leibniz or Leibniz-Loday algebra (V, ◦) is a vector space V together with a bilinear
product ◦ satisfying for all x, y, z ∈ V
x ◦ (y ◦ z) = (x ◦ y) ◦ z + y ◦ (x ◦ z) .

(2.4)

Thus the left-multiplication with respect to any element is a derivation of the product. If ◦
is in addition antisymmetric, the Leibniz algebra becomes a Lie algebra; so any Lie algebra
is a Leibniz algebra, but certainly not vice versa.
We now collect some simple facts about Leibniz algebras and show how each Leibniz
algebra (V, ◦) induces an embedding tensor. Thereafter we will show that also vice versa
any embedding tensor gives rise to a Leibniz algebra, concluding with remarks under which
conditions the composition of the two directions reproduces the respective starting point.
Let us split the product m : V ⊗ V → V, x ⊗ y 7→ x ◦ y, into its symmetric and
antisymmetric part:
s : S 2 V → V , x ∨ y 7→ x ◦ y + y ◦ x =: 2 (x • y)

(2.5)

a : Λ2 V → V , x ∧ y 7→ x ◦ y − y ◦ x =: 2 (x ? y)

(2.6)

so that x ◦ y = x • y + x ? y.2 Let S := s(S 2 V) ⊂ V denote the vector subspace of Leibniz
squares. It is easy to see that S is a both-sided ideal in V; e.g. setting y = x in (2.4), one
finds
(x • x) ◦ z = 0
∀x, z ∈ V .
(2.7)
Quotienting V by the ideal im s = S provides a vector space gLie ≡ V/S on which the
induced product is antisymmetric and thus Lie. Denoting by θLie : V  gLie , x 7→ [x] the
corresponding quotient map and the induced product by a Lie bracket, [x ◦ y] := [[x], [y]],
we thus arrive at the following exact sequence
t

θ

Lie
Lie
0 → WLie −→
(V, ◦) −→
(gLie , [·, ·]) → 0 ,

(2.8)

where WLie := S 2 V/ ker s and tLie denotes the natural isomorphism of this vector space
with its image S inside V. Since the restriction of the Leibniz product ◦ to two elements of
S vanishes according to (2.7), it is natural to equip WLie with the structure of an abelian
Lie algebra. In this way, (2.8) becomes an exact sequence of Leibniz algebras, in which
WLie and gLie are even Lie algebras.
Eq. (2.7) has another consequence: there is a natural action of gLie on V. Indeed, the
ambiguity of a preimage of θLie (x) lies inside the image of s or tLie and thus acts trivially
on an element of V from the left according to this equation. The rest then follows from the
Leibniz property (2.4): (x + S) ◦ ((y + S) ◦ z) − (x ↔ y) = (x ◦ y) ◦ z = (x ◦ y + S) ◦ z, so that
indeed [θLie (x)·, θLie (y)·]z, the commutator of the action of two elements in gLie = im θLie
on z ∈ V, is equal to θLie (x ◦ y) · z = ([θLie (x), θLie (y)]) · z, the action of the Lie bracket of
these two elements on z.
2

We use conventions where x ∧ y = x ⊗ y − y ⊗ x and x ∨ y = x ⊗ y + y ⊗ x.
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The notation is already close to the one used in the previous subsection: Just rename
gLie to g0 and θLie to simply θ. It then only remains to show equivariance (2.1) of the
map θ, i.e. θ(θ(x) · y) = [θ(x), θ(y)] for all x, y ∈ V. This, however, is nothing but the
homomorphism property of the quotient map, θ((x + S) ◦ y) = θ(x ◦ y) = [θ(x), θ(y)].
Thus the map θLie : V  gLie or, in the simplified notation, θ : V  g0 , together with the
g0 -action on V defines an embedding tensor.
So, each Leibniz algebra (V, ◦) is seen to induce an embedding tensor in a canonical
way. We will call the embedding tensor θLie : V  gLie universal, for reasons to become
clear shortly.
The reverse direction is even simpler: Given an embedding tensor θ : V  g0 as defined
in the previous subsection, then V can be equipped canonically with a product ◦ satisfying
equation (2.4). Indeed, one may simply define ∀x, y ∈ V
x ◦ y := θ(x) · y .

(2.9)

The Leibniz property now follows from the representation and equivariance conditions:
x ◦ (y ◦ z) − (x ↔ y) = ([θ(x), θ(y)]) · z = θ(θ(x) · y) · z = (x ◦ y) ◦ z.
We now address the question of equivalence of the two notions. If one starts with a
Leibniz algebra (V, ◦), determines its embedding tensor θLie in (2.8), and reconstructs from
the resulting data the Leibniz product by means of (2.9), one indeed returns to the original
Leibniz algebra. Performed in this order, the two procedures are inverse to one another.
If, on the other hand, we start with an embedding tensor θ : V  g0 , it determines its
unique Leibniz structure (V, ◦) according to (2.9), which in turn determines the canonical
embedding tensor θLie : V  gLie . In general, one does not obtain equality with the original
embedding tensor in this way. One always has S ⊂ ker θ ⊂ V, but it may happen that S is
strictly smaller than ker θ. This shows, however, that always S is embedded into W := ker θ.
The embedding tensor or intertwiner θLie is universal in the usual (mathematical) sense:
If θ : V  g0 is an embedding tensor for the Leibniz algebra (V, ◦), then this intertwining
map always factors through the canonical intertwiner θLie : V  gLie , θ = pr ◦ θLie , where
pr : gLie  g0 is the (natural and equivariant) projection to the quotient of gLie by an ideal.
The situation is illustrated in the following diagram:
0


W
O
0

?
/S


/V

θLie

/ gLie

θ

/0

pr

! 

g0


0

!

0

Figure 1: For a given Leibniz algebra V, every ”embedding tensor” (intertwiner) θ giving
rise to it factors through the universal embedding tensor θLie .
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The smallest possible g0 is the one that acts effectively on V. So, if we want to obtain
a strict equivalence between embedding tensors as defined in the previous subsection and
Leibniz algebras (V, ◦), we have to require that the g0 -action on V is effective. Note that,
at least in the absence of an embedding Lie algebra g ⊃ g0 , which anyway does not play a
role in the present considerations, this may be also a good working definition for a unique
“minimal” embedding tensor: If g0 does not act effectively on V, i.e. the representation
map ρ : g0 → End(V) has a non-trivial kernel, its elements ker ρ form an ideal I ⊂ g0 .
Quotienting by this ideal yields another embedding tensor, θmin : V  gmin = g0 /I. For a
given Leibniz algebra, any embedding tensor θ : V  g0 lies between the universal and the
minimal one, i.e. gLie → g0 → gmin (and correspondingly for the intertwiners, as is easy to
induce from the above diagram).3
We illustrate the situation with some simple examples: Take a Lie algebra g0 having
a non-trivial center Z[g0 ] ⊂ g0 . Set V = g0 and take as an embedding tensor the identity
map. The Leibniz algebra (V, ◦) in this example is just the original Lie algebra (g0 , [·, ·]).
The action of g0 on V is non-effective precisely due to the existence of a center Z[g0 ]. Take
the quotient g1 := g0 /I1 where I1 ⊂ Z[g0 ] and let θ1 : V ≡ g0 → g1 be the canonical
projection map, that is another embedding tensor. The “minimal” embedding tensor of
this example arises if we quotient out all of ker ρ ≡ I = Z[g0 ], θmin : V  gmin = g0 /I.
Although it can happen that g1 again has a center Z[g1 ], we now can no more repeat the
quotient procedure because its elements act necessarily non-trivially on V = g0 (think, e.g.,
of the Heisenberg Lie-algebra h, where its quotient hmin = h/Z[h] is abelian and thus equal
to its own center Z[hmin], but it acts effectively on the original V = h by translations).
We conclude this set of examples by remarking that certainly one can quotient Lie
algebras g0 by ideals that act effectively on V, still obtaining an equivariant surjective map:
Take e.g. V = g0 := g1 ⊕ g2 where g1 and g2 are e.g. both isomorphic to sl2 and let g0 act
again on V by adjoint transformations. In this example, ker ρ = 0 and g0 = gmin . Denote
the corresponding embedding tensor or equivariant surjective intertwiner by θmin : V → g0 .
Still, we can consistently quotient g0 by the ideal g2 , obtaining another equivariant map
and thus an apparently even “more minimal” embedding tensor θ : V  g1 . However, in
this example, the two embedding tensors correspond to different Leibniz algebras, which
are both Lie algebras here. In the first case, (V, ◦) ∼
= g0 = g1 ⊕ g2 , and in the second case
3
3
∼
(V, ◦) = g1 ⊕ R , where R denotes the abelian three-dimensional Lie algebra. In the latter
case, g1 acts trivially on the R3 , moreover, and a minimal embedding tensor for this Leibniz
algebra is obtained by factoring out R3 . Since in this example g1 is a Lie sub-algebra of
g1 ⊕ g2 , this illustrates also the possible role which the choice of the “gauging” Lie algebra
g0 inside the rigid symmetry Lie algebra g can play at the very beginning.
To our mind, it is not necessary to arrive at a bijection between embedding tensors
and Leibniz algebras (although possible if one adds an additional condition as mentioned
above—but cf. also footnote 3 above). All what follows, the construction of an L∞ -algebra
3

There is a one-to-one correspondence between embedding tensors as defined in this paper and what is
termed a Leibniz couple i ⊂ V in [21]. Here i is an ideal in (V, ◦) fitting into the sequence of vector spaces
S ⊂ i ⊂ ZL (V), where ZL (V) denotes the left-center of V. In particular, the universal and the minimal
embedding tensor of a given Leibniz algebra correspond to V/S = gLie and V/ZL (V) = gmin , respectively.
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and its corresponding higher gauge theories, only depend on the Leibniz algebra (V, ◦),
which is possibly a somewhat exotic but after all a simple notion, moreover, and which is
uniquely determined by a given embedding tensor (cf. Fig. 1 above). We thus argue for a
shift of attention from embedding tensors to Leibniz algebras in the context of gauged supergravity theories, and, if one wants to go further, to L∞ -algebras and Q-bundles [14]—where,
however, Leibniz algebras contain some additional information useful for the construction
of functionals. We will come back to this in the subsequent section.
V
For comparison with the literature we use again a basis {eM }dim
M =1 of V. Then the
Leibniz product can be characterized by structure constants,
eM ◦ eN = XM N P eP .

(2.10)

If, as before, Tα denotes the representation of the generators bα of g0 and Tα (eN ) = TαN P eP ,
then from eq. (2.9) we obtain
XM N P = θM α TαN P .
(2.11)
From the above considerations we learn that a factorization of the structure constants of
a Leibniz algebra into a product as in (2.11) containing the “embedding tensor” is not a
restriction, but always possible. And in any case, it is (V, ◦) or the structure constants
XM N P , satisfying the defining Leibniz property
XM K S XN S L − (M ↔ N ) = −XM N S XSK L ,

(2.12)

that we will use in all what follows.
2.3

The associated Lie 2-algebra4

Given a Leibniz algebra (V, ◦), the antisymmetric part ? of the product does in general not
provide a Lie bracket. The Jacobiator J(x, y, z) := x?(y?z)+cycl(x, y, z) might be non-zero.
t

θ

The violation is rather mild, however: Since 0 → W → V → g0 → 0 is an exact sequence
of Leibniz algebras, and on the r.h.s. one has a Lie algebra, i.e. a vanishing Jacobiator,
the Jacobiator J on V must lie in the image of the embedding map t. In addition, the
Jacobiator as defined above is totally skew-symmetric. This implies that there must exist
an H ∈ Λ3 V∗ ⊗ W such that
J(x, y, z) = t(H(x, y, z)) .

(2.13)

All together,
t

W→V

(2.14)

is equipped with what is called a Lie 2-algebra or a 2-term L∞ -algebra. Let us explain
this in more detail. Let us declare elements of V to have degree −1 and elements of W
4

In the notation of foonote 3, there is a Lie 2-algebra for every Leibniz couple i ⊂ V, with the extreme
choices i = S and i = ZL (V) being canonically associated to the Leibniz algebra. In the mean time there
appeared two other articles, [26] and [27] with related results: The Lie 2-algebra in [26] corresponds to the
choice W ∼
= i := ZL (V), and all smaller choices for i sit inside this one. We will show in section 3.4 that
they in turn sit inside the one constructed in [27]. The Lie 2-algebra appearing in the (truncated) tensor
hierarchy of physical interest, on the other hand, is the smallest one of all these, the one with W ∼
= S.
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degree −2. We now need multilinear brackets of degree +1 on this short complex (in this
convention of describing an L∞ -algebra). In fact, for a 2-term L∞ -algebra we need the
k-ary operations only for k = 1, 2, 3. The map t : W → V has degree +1 and can serve
as the 1-bracket, extended by zero when acting on elements of degree −1. Note that t is
just an embedding and thus elements of W can be viewed of as elements in V, but with
the degree shifted by one. To distinguish these two from one another, we will denote an
element x ∈ im(t) ⊂ V by an additional tilde if viewed as an element in W:
x̃ = t−1 (x) ∈ W.
The 2-bracket can now be defined as follows (recall the notation introduced in Eqs. (2.5)
and (2.6) above): for all x, y ∈ V and x̃, ỹ ∈ W we put
[x, y] := x ∗ y ,

[x, ỹ] := x]
•y,

[x̃, ỹ] := 0 .

(2.15)

The last equation is enforced by degree reasons, since the vector space of degree −3 is by
definition zero. Finally, since H(x, y, z) takes values in W and elements of V have degree
−1, also H has degree +1 and can be considered to be the only non-vanishing part of the
3-bracket [·, ·, ·]. By an explicit computation of the Jacobiator, one obtains
J(x, y, z) = − 13 x • (y ∗ z) + cycl(x, y, z) .

(2.16)

Thus, for H in Eq. (2.13) or the 3-bracket of the Lie 2-algebra, we find
[x, y, z] := H(x, y, z) = − 31 x •^
(y ∗ z) + cycl(x, y, z) ,

(2.17)

with all other components of the 3-bracket vanishing, [x̃, ·, ·] := 0 for all x̃ ∈ W. We remark
in parenthesis, that some authors prefer the notion l1 , l2 , and l3 for t, [·, ·], and [·, ·, ·],
respectively, calling l1 the 1-bracket of the L∞ algebra.
It is a non-trivial and somewhat lengthy calculation to verify that the above data indeed
satisfy all the higher Jacobi identities needed for the definition of a Lie 2-algebra, which
is a 2-term L∞ algebra. There will be, however, a much more elegant way of establishing
this result without the need of a direct verification for the case W ∼
= S. In the subsequent
section we will present a Lie infinity algebra canonically associated to every Leibniz algebra.
Its consistent truncation to a Lie 2-algebra will be seen to coincide with this Lie 2-algebra
then.
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3

Associated Lie infinity algebras and their gauge theories

3.1

The Loday complex

Any Lie algebra (g, [·, ·]) gives rise to the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex (Λ• g∗ , dCE ). For
ω ∈ Λp g∗ it is defined by means of
X
(−1)i+j ω([xi , xj ], x1 , . . . , xbi , . . . , xbj , . . . , xp+1 ) , (3.1)
(dCE ω) (x1 , . . . , xp+1 ) =
1≤i<j≤p+1

where the over-hat signals omission and x1 , . . . , xp+1 ∈ g. dCE squares to zero, if and only if
the product [·, ·] satisfies the Jacobi identity J(x1 , x2 , x3 ) = 0. In particular, it does not for
a Leibniz algebra; in fact, for a general Leibniz algebra (V, ◦), there are two obvious ways
of interpreting a formula of the type (3.1): one, where we replace the Lie bracket by the
antisymmetric part of the Leibniz product. Then, however, the non-vanishing Jacobiator
obstructs the operator to square to zero. On the other hand, if we replace the Lie bracket by
the Leibniz product ◦, the operator does not map antisymmetric tensors into antisymmetric
tensors in general.
Loday observed [28, 29] that every Leibniz algebra (V, ◦) gives rise to a complex by
using the whole tensor algebra T • V∗ = V∗ ⊕ V∗ ⊗ V∗ ⊕ . . . together with the differential5
X
(dL ω) (x1 , . . . , xp+1 ) =
(−1)i+1 ω(x1 , . . . , xbi , . . . , xi ◦ xj , . . . , xp+1 ) ,
(3.2)
1≤i<j≤p+1

for any ω ∈ T p V∗ ≡ (V∗ )⊗p and x1 , . . . , xp+1 ∈ V; here the entry xi ◦ xj is at the (j −
1)st slot of the multilinear form ω inside the double sum. For a 1-tensor ω ∈ V∗ , one
has, in particular, dL ω(x1 , x2 ) = ω(x1 ◦ x2 ), while on a 2-tensor the above formula yields
dL ω(x1 , x2 , x3 ) = ω(x1 ◦x2 , x3 )+ω(x2 , x1 ◦x3 )−ω(x1 , x2 ◦x3 ). One verifies that the Loday(or Leibniz-) operator dL squares to zero, if and only if the product ◦ satisfies the Leibniz
identity (2.4); the necessity of (2.4) becomes clear already from the previous two formulas
for 1- and 2-tensors.
It is in some cases useful to consider also the dual of the coboundary operator dL , the
boundary operator ∂L := d∗L : T p V → T p−1 V. By definition, for every ω ∈ T p V∗ and every
φ ∈ T p+1 V, one has hdL ω, φi = hω, ∂L φi. Evidently, on inspection of the previous formulas,
∂L (x1 ⊗ x2 ) = x1 ◦ x2 and ∂L (x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ x3 ) = (x1 ◦ x2 ) ⊗ x3 + x2 ⊗ (x1 ◦ x3 ) − x1 ⊗ (x2 ◦ x3 ).
Denoting by (eM ) a basis dual to (eM ), one has dL eM = XN P M eN ⊗ eP , where the
structure constants were introduced in (2.10). This reminds of a similar formula for differential forms and the de Rham differential: If the commutator of a basis of vector fields (ea )
c e for some structure functions C c , then the for the dual basis (ea )
satisfies [ea , eb ] = Cab
c
ab
a
a
b
one has, de = Cbc e ∧ ec . However, while the de Rham differential is extended to higher
5

¯) where by definition (x ◦
¯ y) ¯
Loday considered right-Leibniz algebras (V, ◦
◦z = x¯
◦ (y ¯
◦ z) + (x ¯
◦ z) ¯
◦ y,
which then requires a slightly different definition of the differential. In general, a right-Leibniz algebra is not
simultaneously also a Leibniz algebra (V, ◦) in our sense, i.e. a left-Leibniz algebra. However, the relation
x ◦ y := y ¯
◦ x provides a natural bijection between these two notions.
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form degrees by a (graded) Leibniz rule, e.g., d(ea ∧ eb ) = dea ∧ eb − ea ∧ deb , this is not
the case for dL with respect to ⊗. For example,
dL (eI ⊗ eJ ) = XP Q I eP ⊗ eQ ⊗ eJ + XP Q I eP ⊗ eJ ⊗ eQ − XP Q J eI ⊗ eP ⊗ eQ
 K
J
J
I
≡ XKM I δN
+ XKN I δM
− XM N J δK
e ⊗ eM ⊗ eN ,
(3.3)
and, more generally,
dL (eM1 ⊗. . .⊗eMp ) =

X

(−1)i+1 XPi Pj Mi eM1 ⊗. . .⊗ePi ⊗. . .⊗ePj ⊗eMj ⊗. . .⊗eMp , (3.4)

1≤i<j≤p+1

where the insertion ePi replaces eMi at the i-th position, ePj appears at the j-th position,
followed directly by eMj (at the (j+1)st position), which is dropped when the index j takes
the value p + 1.
3.2

Extension to a differential graded algebra6

The Chevalley-Eilenberg operator dCE is simultaneously a differential with respect to the
wedge product, i.e. for ω1 ∈ Λp g∗ and ω2 ∈ Λ• g∗ one has
dCE (ω1 ∧ ω2 ) = dCE ω1 ∧ ω2 + (−1)p ω1 ∧ dCE ω2 .

(3.5)

In contrast, the operator dL does not have a likewise property with respect to the natural
tensor product ⊗. This is not so surprising, since also dCE does not have this property
when we use the ordinary tensor product on the alternating forms Λ• g∗ ⊂ T • g∗ .
It is surprising that Loday’s celebrated observation that (T • V∗ , dL ) defines a complex was not extended to a differential graded commutative, associative algebra structure
(T • V∗ , dL , 7) (dga for short). To find a such a compatible product 7 on the tensor algebra, we first observe that the operator dL of eq. (3.2) agrees with the Chevalley-Eilenberg
differential dCE , recalled in eq. (3.1), when restricted to alternating forms. The latter one
being compatible with the wedge product, it is natural to look for an extension of the wedge
product ∧ defined on Λ• V∗ ⊂ T • V∗ to all of the tensor algebra. Such an extension is not
unique certainly. However, the following one turns out to have all the desired properties:
Let ω1 ∈ T p V∗ , ω2 ∈ T q V∗ , x1 , . . . , xp+q ∈ V, and put
X
(ω1 7 ω2 ) (x1 , . . . , xp+q ) :=
sgn(σ)ω1 (xσ(1) , . . . , xσ(p) )ω2 (xσ(p+1) , . . . , xσ(p+q) ).
σ∈Shp,q

(3.6)
Here Shp,q = {σ ∈ Sp+q |σ(1) < σ(2) < . . . < σ(p), σ(p + 1) < σ(p + 1) < . . . < σ(p + q)} are
the (p, q)-shuffles, a subgroup of the symmetric group or permutations of p + q elements,
and the sign sgn(σ) is just its respective parity as permutation. This formula implies, e.g.,
for ω1 ∈ V∗ , ω2 ∈ V∗ ⊗ V∗ , and x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ V,
(ω1 7 ω2 ) (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = ω1 (x1 )ω2 (x2 , x3 ) − ω1 (x2 )ω2 (x1 , x3 ) + ω1 (x3 )ω2 (x1 , x2 ) .

6

(3.7)

As a reaction to the presentation [23] of our results, we learned that such a dga was constructed recently
also in [30]. Some of the statements in this and the subsequent subsection will be given without an explicit
proof, for which we refer to [16]—but see also Appendix A.
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It is easy to verify that this product is super-commutative
ω1 7 ω2 = (−1)pq ω2 7 ω1 .

(3.8)

It is also associative, ω1 7 (ω2 7 ω3 ) = (ω1 7 ω2 ) 7 ω3 , which one can either verify by “brute
force” using the definition (3.6) or by means of the more elegant method employing strings
taking values in the odd vector space ΠV∗ , as shown in Appendix A. Most important for
our purpose is, however, the compatibility
dL (ω1 7 ω2 ) = dL ω1 7 ω2 + (−1)p ω1 7 dL ω2 ,

(3.9)

which turns dL into a differential and thus (T • V∗ , 7, dL ) into a dga.
The product (3.6) is a graded version of the shuffle product. This becomes most obvious
when expressed in terms of a basis: (eM1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ eMp ) 7 (eN1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ eNq ) gives the sum of all
shuffles between the elements of the two brackets, where one picks up a minus sign for each
permutation of two basis elements of V∗ (i.e. one may consider eM ∈ ΠV∗ for this purpose).
So, the above product gives eM1 ⊗. . .⊗eMp ⊗eN1 ⊗. . .⊗eNq − eM1 ⊗. . .⊗eN1 ⊗eMp ⊗. . .⊗eNq +
+eM1 ⊗. . .⊗eN1 ⊗eMp−1 ⊗eMp ⊗. . .⊗eNq − eM1 ⊗. . .⊗eN1 ⊗eMp−1 ⊗eN2 ⊗eMp ⊗. . .⊗eNq ±. . ..
This gives, for example,
eK 7 (eM ⊗ eN ) = eK ⊗ eM ⊗ eN − eM ⊗ eK ⊗ eN + eM ⊗ eN ⊗ eK ,

(3.10)

which in turn is readily verified to coincide with the previous formula (3.7) by setting
ω1 = eK and ω2 = eM ⊗ eN . We will thus henceforth call 7 a graded or odd shuffle product.
3.3

The associated Lie infinity algebra and the infinite tensor hierarchy

The dga (T • V∗ , 7, dL ) is freely generated. It can thus be viewed as defining a dg- or Qmanifold over a point, or, in other words, it defines a Lie infinity algebra. To describe it,
we will use the conventions already employed in section 2.3, where the underlying complex
of a Lie 2-algebra is concentrated in degrees -1 and -2. If one insists that an ordinary
Lie algebra is of degree zero, one needs to shift all of our vector spaces up by one degree,
with the disadvantage that then the collection of brackets l1 , l2 , . . . have a non-homogenous
degree; in our case, they all have degree -1. And the degree + 1 derivation operator dL
contains all the information about these brackets.
First we need to unravel the underlying vector spaces in the complex L• = ⊕i∈N L−i
that defines the Lie infinity algebra. Degree one elements in T • V∗ are elements in V∗ and
can be viewed as (linear) functions on V[1], i.e. on V shifted in degree so that its (dual)
elements have degree minus one. Thus, L−1 = V[1]. Now, the odd shuffle product 7
coincides with the ordinary wedge product when applied to two elements ω1 , ω10 ∈ V∗ :
ω1 7 ω10 = ω1 ∧ ω10 ≡ ω1 ⊗ ω10 − ω10 ⊗ ω1 .
Thus the product of two degree one functions gives a function of degree 2, but not all of
them. Evidently, only the subspace Λ2 V∗ ⊂ T 2 V∗ is covered in this way. To generate all
elements of degree two, we need to choose a complement, of which S 2 V∗ seems the most
natural choice. Thus, L−2 = (S 2 V)[2].
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To find the vector space at level -3 is already more intricate. For this we need to find a
complement to what is generated by the right-hand side of Equation (3.10). To do so, we
make use of the following identity, which one may verify by a straightforward calculation:
 1 K

1 K M
[e , e ]+ 7 eN + [eM , eN ]+ 7 eK +
e 7 eM 7 eN
4
6

1
K M
N
M N
K
+
[[e , e ]+ , e ]− − [[e , e ]+ , e ]− ,
(3.11)
6

eK ⊗ eM ⊗ eN =

where we introduced the notation [eK , eM ]± = eK ⊗ eM ± eM ⊗ eK for the anti-commutator
and commutator, respectively. The first line on the right-hand-side of (3.11) is seen to be
generated by means of lower degree elements and the odd shuffle product. The second line,
on the other hand, generated by the anti-commutator succeeded by the commutator, is thus
seen to be a possible complement and can be used as a basis to the dual of L−3 .
One observes that (a third of) [[eK , eM ]+ , eN ]− is the result of the projector π :=
1
K
M
N
3 (id − t13 )(id + t12 ) applied to e ⊗ e ⊗ e , where tij denotes the permutation of the i-th
with the j-th entry. π can be identified with the projector to one of the two hook Young
tableaux that occur in the decomposition
⊗

⊗

=

⊕

⊕

⊕

,

(3.12)

1 2

namely the standard tableau labeled as follows: 3 ; here we use conventions that the symmetrization corresponding to lines is applied before the antisymmetrization corresponding
to columns. Thus, the first three degrees of L can be identified with Young tableaux as
follows:
L−1 ⊕ L−2 ⊕ L−3 ⊕ . . . ∼
[2] ⊕
[3] ⊕ . . .
(3.13)
= [1] ⊕
where now corresponds to V (and no more V∗ as in (3.12) above) and the numbers in the
brackets denote the shift in degree.
We mention this relation to Young tableaux, since the fields of the tensor hierarchy
were related to them in the literature, at least at lowest levels, see, e.g., [7]. There is,
however, a much more efficient description of the fields as we are going to explain now,
which, moreover, permits an immediate extension to all levels. It works as follows: Let
L• := F L(V[1]) = V[1] ⊕ [V[1], V[1]] ⊕ [[V[1], V[1]], V[1]] ⊕ . . .

(3.14)

be the free super-graded Lie algebra generated by the odd vector space V[1]. In a graded
Lie algebra L• , homogeneous elements a ∈ Lp and b ∈ Lq satisfy
[a, b] = −(−1)pq [b, a] .

(3.15)

Since elements in V[1] have degree -1 and are odd, this explains why the beginning of
the expansion in (3.14) has symmetry properties and degrees precisely in accordance with
(3.13). Functions on a graded vector space are just polynomials, which in turn can be
identified with graded symmetric powers of the dual; in this identification, the point-wise
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multiplication · of polynomials corresponds to the graded symmetric tensor product of the
tensors. In particular, here we have
Fun(L• ) = Sym(L∗• ) .

(3.16)

One now can prove the following isomorphism of graded algebras:
(T • V∗ , 7) ∼
= (Fun(L• ), ·) .

(3.17)

This identification permits also to translate the compatible Loday-differential dL to a nilpotent, degree +1 vector field QL on the graded manifold L• . For the lowest two levels we will
do this explicitly in the subsequent subsection. But further and more general mathematical
details on these facts will be provided in [16]. Here we do not want to overload the present
article with mathematical proofs, but instead convey the main underlying mathematical
ideas as they find application in the tensor hierarchy and their higher gauge theories in the
end.
In particular, the gauge fields of the tensor hierarchy can now be viewed collectively as
a degree preserving map
a∞ : (T [1]M, d) → (L• , QL ) .
(3.18)
Here M is the spacetime and T [1]M its tangent bundle with the additional information
that fiber-linear functions on it have degree 1 such that (Fun(T [1]M ), ·) ∼
= (Ω• (M ), ∧). The
source of the map a∞ is even canonically a dg- or Q-manifold when adding the nilpotent
vector field Q, the de Rham differential d, to the data. Thus, the gauge fields are differential
forms with values in the graded free Lie algebra L• = F L(V[1]).
The map (3.18) preserves degrees but not necessarily also the Q-structures; otherwise
it would correspond to a generalization of flat connections to higher form degrees, which
is potentially interesting only for topological theories. Another remark: while the degrees
of generators of functions on L• is unbounded from above, differential forms on M are
bounded in their degrees by the dimension d = dim M . Thus, for a fixed choice of M , the
tower of gauge fields is automatically cut correspondingly. The free Lie algebra L• , on the
other hand, is a kind of universal model for them, independent of any choice of dimensions
of spacetime M . The degrees and commutation properties of its functions are in one to one
correspondence with the degrees and commutation properties with respect to the wedge
product of the gauge field differential forms. Finally, the fact that a∞ does not preserve the
Q-structures on the level of the action functional S implies also that the gauge fields do not
depend in any way on the chosen Leibniz algebra. The information on the Leibniz algebra
only enters the definition of the generalization of the curvature differential forms, the ”field
strengths” of the gauge fields, and in particular the interactions of the gauge fields inside
S[a]. For some more details on higher gauge theories and their relation to Q-manifolds we
refer the reader to [13, 14, 31].
We again conclude these considerations with some expressions in a basis, i.e. in coordinates: Let eM be a basis of V dual to eM . Denote the elements in V[1] corresponding
to eM by ξM , and the linear functions corresponding to eM by ξ M . Then deg(ξM ) = −1
and deg(ξ M ) = 1. We now choose coordinates in the graded manifold L• . According to
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(3.14), at degree 1 we can take the odd variables ξ M . At degree 2 we thus get variables
ξ M N = ξ N M , at degree 3 variables with three indices, ξ M N K with symmetry properties as
following from (3.14) or, equivalently, from the level three Young-tableau in (3.13). The
functions on L• are generated by these ones,
Fun(L• ) = ξ M , ξ M N , ξ M N K , . . . .

(3.19)

But, by construction, these are not independent coordinates. To obtain such, we need to
choose a basis in the graded free Lie algebra, like a Hall basis consisting of Lyndon words.
This is the case since, for example at level two, we have the relation ξ M N + ξ N M = 0, by
the symmetry property of these linear functions. If one wants ”coordinates in the usual
sense”—and thus a gauge field for each Lyndon word of the corresponding form degree—
one needs to fix some order of the indices; in this case, for example, M ≤ N . While this
has the advantage of constituting a true basis (or a true coordinate system of the graded
manifold), it has the disadvantage of making some formulas more clumsy: a term such as
ξ M N λM N for some combination of objects carrying two free indices now summarized by
P
P
λ, becomes equal to M ξ M M λM M + 2 M <N ξ M N λM N , thus with a different prefactor
for diagonal terms. We therefore stick to the ”coordinates with symmetry relations”; last
but not least, these were used in the literature on the tensor hierarchy and in fact with a
notation receiving a transparent reexplanation in terms of multiple commutators used to
generate the free graded Lie algebra of an odd vector space.
3.4

Truncation to finite n and n = 2 revisited

While the restriction to a certain spacetime dimension dim M = d automatically cuts the
fundamental gauge fields to form degree up to d, there are several occasions where one wants
to truncate the tower at a lower level already. One of these reasons may be dualities between
gauge fields in which case one truncates the tower so as to arrive at gauge fields of degrees
up to n = [ d2 ], the integer part of half of the dimension of M , or even only up to n = [ d2 ] − 1.
Note, however, that such considerations automatically assume particular properties of the
action functional and, moreover, are not global in general if M has a non-trivial topology.
Another reason may be much simpler: We consider Yang-Mills gauge theories in all possible
dimensions of spacetime. Actually, standard physics on the fundamental level is formulated
in this way evidently. Likewise, we may be interested, e.g., in a non-abelian generalization
of a gerbe in various dimensions of spacetime, in which case we need to truncate the Lie
infinity algebra constructed above to a Lie 2-algebra.
One needs some care to truncate a Lie m-algebra to a Lie n-algebra, for some m ∈
N ∪ {∞} and some n < m. For example, take the case n = 1. Naively truncating the Lie
2-algebra that we found in section 2.3 to the degree -1 vector space V[1] would not give a
Lie 1-algebra, which should be an ordinary Lie algebra after all (just shifted in degrees here
for convenient conventions when extended to higher n); indeed, the 2-bracket defined on V
did not satisfy the Jacobi identity and it was precisely this fact that we used as argument
to introduce the space W[2] as well as a 1- and 3-bracket.7 On the other hand, there is an
7

That higher gauge theories need higher Lie algebras was observed e.g. in [32]. For a general argument
leading to this notion in the context of gauge theories, we refer the reader to [13].
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ordinary Lie algebra canonically associated to every Leibniz algebra, namely gLie . It is the
quotient space of V by the vector space of squares S, which we introduced in the previous
section.
P
This observation generalizes [15]: to truncate a Lie m-algebra like V• = m
i=1 V−i to
a Lie n-algebra for some n < m, one removes all the vector spaces Vp with p < −n and
considers
n−1
X
V trunc = (
V−i ) ⊕ W ,
(3.20)
i=1

where W = V−n / ker(l1 ) is concentrated in degree -n. We remark in parenthesis that also
W := V−n /im(l1 ) ⊃ V−n / ker(l1 ) permits a consistent and in general larger truncation to
a Lie n-algebra; however, the physically relevant one describing a finite tensor hierarchy is
the previous one and we restrict our discussion to this choice therefore.
To see that such a truncation is consistent in general, we use again the dual language,
representing the Lie infinity algebra as a Q-manifold. Our original Q-manifold is (L• , QL )
which is infinite dimensional, although at each degree a finite dimensional vector space. To
truncate it to a Q-manifold (M, Q) where the generators of the functions go up to degrees
n only, we proceed as follows: Take the generators from degree 1 to n − 1 in (3.19). Then
apply QL to the generators of degree n − 1. This gives polynomial functions of degree n.
Take the part of the polynomial which is of polynomial degree one only. It is necessarily a
linear combination of the generators of degree n in (3.19) (and nothing more complicated).
Change coordinates at degree n in (3.19) such that the first part of them span this image of
QL and the second part of them defines a possible complement for a basis. Add the first part
of these (new) degree n generators to the generators of M. Now Q is just the restriction of
QL to Fun(M). Evidently this is again a freely generated dga, with generators up to degree
n, thus giving rise to a Lie n-algebra. Its underlying complex is the one described in the
previous paragraph (for V• := L• ). Geometrically the situation corresponds to a surjective
projection
π : (L• , QL ) → (M, Q)
(3.21)
which respects the Q-structure, π ∗ ◦ Q = QL ◦ π ∗ on Fun(M); in other words, it defines a
(particularly simple) Q-bundle [14].
We illustrate this procedure for n = 2, in which case we will reobtain the Lie 2-algebra
introduced in Section 2.3. In this way we will implicitly also complete the missing parts in
the proof of the validity of the higher Jacobi identities; they are all comprised within the
single identity Q2 = 0, which in turn now follows, by construction, simply from Loday’s
old observation (dL )2 = 0. For this we now need the lowest parts of the nilpotent vector
field QL in terms of the coordinates (3.19), to be retrieved from the general formula (3.2)
for dL . We first display the result of the calculation:


1
∂
I M N
I MN
QL =
XM N ξ ξ + XM N ξ
2
∂ξ I


∂
1
(I J)N M
(I J)N M
M N (I
J)
(I J) N M
ξ − XM N ξ
+ξ
XM N
+
XM N ξ ξ ξ + XM N ξ
6
∂ξ IJ
+...
(3.22)
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where the points in the last line correspond to terms containing derivatives with respect
to variables of degree at least three. The first line of equation (3.22) follows directly from
dL eI = XM N I eM ⊗ eN ≡ 21 XM N I eM 7 eN + XM N I 12 [eM , eN ]+ . The second line follows
in a similar fashion after replacing the basis vectors in the last line of (3.3) by their decomposition (3.11). Here we used a normalization such that ξ I , ξ IJ , and ξ IJK correspond
to eI , 12 [eI , eJ ]+ , and 13 [[eI , eJ ]+ , eK ]− , respectively, inheriting their symmetry properties
correspondingly. In particular, for example, ξ IJK = ξ JIK .
We already made a remark about these generalized type of coordinates at the end of
the previous subsection. To extract the brackets on the Lie infinity algebra, we now need
appropriately dual coordinates to those in (3.14). Since we will restrict our attention to a
projection to a Lie 2-algebra only in what follows, we content ourselves with those of degree
-1 and -2, ξI ∈ L−1 and ξIJ ∈ L−2 . Let us denote the brackets of various degrees on L•
by l1 , l2 , etc. Then the terms of QL displayed in (3.22) provide all the information that
will be needed for the construction of the truncated Lie 2-algebra. We recall that l1 is the
differential in the complex underlying the Lie infinity algebra; here
l

l

l

l

1
1
1
1
. . . −→
L−3 −→
L−2 −→
L−1 −→
0.

(3.23)

For us it will be sufficient to determine l1 restricted to L−2 , l2 evaluated on two elements
of L−1 or on one element of L−2 and one of L−1 , and l3 when evaluated on three elements
of L−1 . This is the sufficient, since all lk have degree -1 in our case and all other maps or
results will be projected to zero in the process of the truncation (3.20) for n = 2.
The way of how to extract the brackets lk on L• from the vector field QL , can be
summarized as follows: Suppose you have (graded, homogenous, linear, honest) coordinates
denoted collectively by q α . Compose the vector field QL according to its polynomial degrees,
QL =

X 1
∂
Cβ
q α1 . . . q αk β ,
k! α1 ...αk
∂q
k>1

where the C’s are numerical constants defined in this way. Denote by qα the dual coordinates, which can be viewed also as (homogenous) elements in L• . Then lk evaluated on the
elements qα follow from the simple formula:8
lk (qα1 , . . . , qαk ) := Cαβ1 ...αk qβ .
Applying this to (3.22) above, we obtain
l1 (ξM N ) = X(M N ) L ξL ,
L

l2 (ξM , ξN ) = X[M N ] ξL ,
L

l2 (ξM , ξN P ) = XM (P ξN )L ,
L

l3 (ξM , ξN , ξP ) = −X[M N ξP ]L ,

(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
(3.27)

where the brackets (. . .) and [. . .] around indices refer to their (proper) symmetrization and
antisymmetrization, respectively. In our context with coordinates of symmetry properties,
8

See, e.g., Appendix A in [13] for a proof. But see also [33].
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the coordinates ξM N are chosen to also be symmetric and to satisfy the following contraction
normalization,
(M N )
hξ M N , ξP Q i = δP δQ .
(3.28)
Since ξ M N corresponds to 12 eM ∨ eN ∈ S 2 V∗ , (3.28) implies that ξM N corresponds to
1
2
2 eM ∨eN ∈ S V. These identifications now permit us to deduce the coordinate independent
meaning of the brackets from the above expressions. On the lowest two levels, the complex
(3.23) can be identified with
l

l

l

1
1
1
. . . −→
S 2 V −→
V −→
0.

(3.29)

Then, for all u, v, w ∈ V, one has9
l1 ( 21 u ∨ v) = u • v ,

(3.30)

l2 (u, v) = u ? v ,

(3.31)

l2 (u, v ∨ w) =
l3 (u, v, w) =

1
2

((u ◦ v) ∨ w + v ∨ (u ◦ w)) ,

− 16 u

∨ (v ∗ w) + cycl.

(3.32)
(3.33)

Here, as already before, • and ∗ denote the symmetric and antisymmetric part of the Leibniz
product ◦. In particular, we see that
l1 |S 2 V = s ,

(3.34)

where the map s was defined in Equation (2.5), and that l2 when evaluated between two
elements of V coincides with the antisymmetric part of their Leibniz product.
We are now in the position to describe the truncation (3.20) for n = 2 in detail. At
degree -1 we keep the vector space V in (3.29). At level -2, on the other hand, we have to
replace S 2 V by its quotient with respect to the kernel of the map (3.34). (We remark in
parenthesis that S 2 V/ ker(s) is dual to s∗ (V∗ ), where s∗ denotes the map dual to s, and
(a basis of) this space is precisely what we are supposed to add as generators in degree 2
to the functions of the Q-manifold (M, Q) which corresponds to the Lie 2-algebra). This
quotient is in fact isomorphic to the image of s inside V, S ≡ s(S 2 V) ⊂ V. Denote by W a
copy of this subspace S, but put in degree -2, and t : W → V the corresponding embedding
map (which then becomes a map of degree +1); this reproduces indeed the 2-term complex
(2.14) of section 2.3 for the case W ∼
= S. For every x ∈ S, we denote the corresponding
vector in W and of the correspondingly shifted degree by x
e, as introduced there already.
Let us now determine the multi-brackets of the truncated Lie infinity algebra and denote
them by (lk )trunc . Evidently (l1 )trunc = t. Next, (l2 )trunc (u, v) = l2 (u, v), cf. Eq. (3.31).
To obtain the truncated 3-bracket, we replace the right-hand side of Eq. (3.33), which lives
inside S 2 V, by its image with respect to s inside S ⊂ V. Putting a tilde over the result,
with the significance explained above, we obtain
(v ∗ w) + cycl(u, v, w) .
(l3 )trunc (u, v, w) = − 13 u •^
9

General formulas of this sort for arbitrary degrees and multi-brackets will be presented in [16].
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(3.35)

Applying the analogous procedure for the reduction of (3.32), one obtains after a short
calculation using the Leibniz identity (2.4)
(l2 )trunc (u, v]
• w) = u •^
(v • w) .

(3.36)

Comparing with the formulas presented in section 2.3, we see that the maps (lk )trunc for
k = 1, 2, and 3 coincide with [·], [·, ·], and [·, ·, ·], respectively.
In the case W ∼
= S, this also completes the proof that these equations define a Lie
2-algebra. For the bigger one, resulting from the choice i := ZL (V), cf. footnotes 3 and 4,
one still needs another argument (or perform an explicit verification of the validity of the
higher Jacobi identities as it can be found in [26]). Such an argument can be provided as
follows: There is a simple Lie 2-algebra [27] defined on
id

V −→ V

(3.37)

for every vector space V equipped with an antisymmetric bracket. The Lie 2-algebra for
i := ZL (V) follows by restriction to the subspace ZL (V) ⊂ V in the first copy of V in
(3.37).10 We will now provide a generalization of the Lie 2-algebra (3.37) of [27], which also
simplifies the proof of validity of the structural identities to be satisfied.
Let N be a Z-graded manifold and ξ a degree 1 vector field on it, which is not necessarily
homological (one could call (N , ξ) an almost Q-manifold). Then
(T [1]N , d + Lξ − ι[ξ,ξ] )

(3.38)

always is a Q-manifold, as one verifies easily using Lξ ≡ [ιξ , d] and [Lξ , Lξ ] = L[ξ,ξ] ≡
[ι[ξ,ξ] , d]. This shows that every almost L∞ -algebra can be found inside an L∞ -algebra of
twice its original size. The result from [27] now follows for the special case that N := V[1]
equipped with the vector field ξ corresponding to the initial, anti-symmetric product.
All the Lie 2-algebras discussed in section 2.3, but also (3.37) above, share the property
that t : W → V is an embedding: the left center is embedded and all the other ones follow
from a restriction of this choice for W to a smaller sub-vector space (cf. also Fig. 1). The
above Lie infinity algebra, on the other hand, also permits another truncation to a Lie
2-algebra, the underlying complex of which has the form
S 2 V/im(l1 ) −→ V .

(3.39)

If the cohomology of l1 is non-trivial at level two, this gives a bigger Lie 2-algebra than
the one with W ∼
= S.11 It can, however, not coincide with the one where W ∼
= ZL (V), nor
with any of its restrictions, since now the map (3.39) has a kernel (given precisely by the
l1 -cohomology).
The Lie 2-algebra appearing in the physical context for the tensor hierarchy truncated
at n = 2 is, however, always the one where W ∼
= S. In the following subsection we look at
such a context in some more detail.
10

To see this we observe that for x ∈ V and ỹ ∈ ZL (V), one has x • ỹ = x ? ỹ.
For example, if the Leibniz product ◦ vanishes identically, then l1 = 0, there is no quotient to be taken
in (3.39), and one is left with the 2-term complex S 2 V → V, while, on the other side, S reduces to the zero
vector space.
11
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3.5

The gauge field sector of gauged maximal supergravity in d = 4

We conclude this article with an example from the bosonic gauge field sector of gauged
N = 8 supergravity in four space-time dimensions. By duality arguments, cf., e.g., [34], one
restricts to n = 2 in this case. The Lie group G is the maximally non-compact real form
E7(7) of E7 and the subgroup G0 can be, e.g., G0 = SO(8) inside the maximal compact
subgroup SU (8) of E7(7) . This is only an example for the choice of G0 , but we stick to this
choice within this subsection; it is, however, a maximal dimensional choice for the image of
the embedding tensor, which can be at most 28-dimensional.
The vector space V, in which the 1-form gauge fields A take values in the fundamental
representation 56 of E7(7) . As mentioned in section 2.1, the embedding tensor can be viewed
upon as a G0 -invariant element in V∗ ⊗g0 ⊂ V∗ ⊗g. It is only here where the representation
theory of g plays a role now. G and thus also the adjoint representation g has dimension
133 in this case. Decomposing 56 ⊗ 133 into its irreducible g-representations, one has:
56 ⊕ 912 ⊕ 6480. Supersymmetry requires the tensor θ to lie inside 912, which is also
compatible with the above mentioned choice for g0 . There is still some freedom in choosing
the g0 -equivariant θ : V → g0 ⊂ g. Any choice fixes the Leibniz algebra (V ∼
= R56 , ◦), where
the Leibniz product is defined by means of equation (2.9). We remark in parenthesis that
in this language, the representation theoretic constraint on θ above can be also reexpressed
[35] in a purely algebraic form
Ω(x ◦ x, x) = 0

∀x ∈ V ,

(3.40)

where Ω is a G-invariant symplectic form on V, which corresponds to the well-known embedding E7(7) ⊂ Sp(56). Ω is thus in particular also G0 -invariant, which can be equivalently
be expressed as saying that it is invariant with respect to the left action of V onto itself,
Ω(x ◦ y, z) + Ω(y, x ◦ z) = 0

(3.41)

for all x, y, z ∈ V.
In the abstract tensor hierarchy, cf. equations (3.18) and (3.13), one has a 1-form
gauge field A∞ with values in L−1 [−1] ∼
= V, a 2-form gauge field B ∞ with values in
2
∞
L−2 [−2] ∼
= S V, a 3-form field C with values in L−3 [−3] etc. According to what we said
above, we need to consistently truncate this infinite tower of gauge fields at the level n = 2
to arrive at 2-level truncated tensor hierarchy.
The relevant Lie 2-algebra is then defined on
S ,→ V ,

(3.42)

where from now on we regard the vector space on the left as a sub-vector space of the one
on the right, sparing us in what follows to depict the map t as in (2.14). The field content of
the gauge sector of the SUGRA under discussion is then provided by the following truncated
tensor hierarchy, consisting only of the following two levels:
A = A∞ ∈ Ω1 (M, V)

and
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B = s(B ∞ ) ∈ Ω2 (M, S) .

(3.43)

In the supergeometric language, this means that the gauge fields of the (n = 2)-truncated
theory correspond to a morphism of graded manifolds
atrunc : T [1]M → M := V[1] × S[2]

(3.44)

replacing the previous (3.18). In fact, atrunc = π ◦ a∞ , where π is the corresponding
projection map (3.21). The truncation is to S and not, e.g., to the bigger Lie 2-algebra
(3.39), since one observes that in the action functional of the four-dimensional gauged
maximal supergravity theories, the 2-form fields B ∞ always appear under the image of the
map s, i.e., for what concerns the gauge fields, they are precisely formulated in terms of
the fields (3.43).
Let us now determine some bounds on the dimension of the vector space S. First, we
know that dim V = 56 and dim g0 = dim so(8) = 28. This already implies that
0 ≤ k := dim S ≤ 28 ,

(3.45)

since we know that the kernel W of θ : V → g0 contains the vector space S, cf. Fig. 1.
We remark as an aside that g0 is also the minimal Lie algebra gmin of the corresponding
Leibniz algebra, i.e. the maximal quotient of gLie ; this is the case, since the fundamental grepresentation V remains effective (faithful) also upon restriction to g0 . Which dimension k
the vector space S has, depends on the choice of the embedding tensor or Leibniz algebra. In
general, we only know about the bound (3.45) and that, correspondingly, dim(gLie ) = 56−k.
In the literature one finds, cf., e.g., [34], that the field content consists of Alit ∈
1
Ω (M, 56) and B lit ∈ Ω2 (M, 133), where 133 denotes the adjoint representation of g.
The argument given is that, on the one hand, B ∞ ∈ Ω2 (M, S 2 V) and that, on the other
hand, the constraint (3.40) implies that inside
56 ∨ 56 = 1463 ⊕ 133

(3.46)

only the second summand is selected when projecting by means of the embedding tensor
θ. Let us look at this in more detail: First we observe that the Leibniz product (2.9) is

G0 -equivariant, since (g · x) ◦ (g · y) = g · θ(x) · g −1 · (g · y) = g · (x ◦ y) holds true for
all x, y ∈ V, g ∈ G0 . Thus also its symmetrization, the map s : S 2 V → V, is. What the
above special role of 133 means is merely that by the choice of θ—or, equivalenty, by the
constraint (3.40) satisfied by the Leibniz product on 56—automatically
1463 ⊂ ker(s) .

(3.47)

But not all of the remaining 133 independent components of the 2-form fields enter actively
into the gauge sector of this theory: There are only k of them that survive in the end by
taking the full quotient of S 2 V with respect to ker(s), B = s(B lit ) = s(B ∞ ), where k is
subject to the bounds (3.45).
We finally display the relevant part of the action functional for this sector of the theory.
For this purpose it is convenient to define the following generalization of the curvatures or
field strengths relevant for the n = 2 Leibniz theory [20, 22] (but cf. also [25, 36]):
F = dA + 21 A ◦ A − B ,

(3.48)

G = dB − A ◦ F + A ? dA .

(3.49)
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Here we make use of the notation introduced in (2.5), (2.6) and wedge products between
differential forms are understood, so that, e.g., A ◦ A ≡ Aa ∧ Ab ⊗ ea ◦ eb = A ? A. The
above definitions imply in particular F ∈ Ω2 (M, V) and G ∈ Ω3 (M, S).
The infinitesimal gauge transformations are of the following form:
δA = d + A ?  + µ ,
δB = dµ + A • µ −

1
2A

(3.50)

◦  + (F − B) •  ,

(3.51)

where  ∈ C ∞ (M, V) and µ ∈ Ω1 (M, S) are the arbitrary parameters. The field strengths
(3.48) and (3.49) transform covariantly with respect to them,
δF = − ◦ F

,

δG = − ◦ G ,

(3.52)

as shown in detail in [22].
The relevant part of the action functional then is, at least schematically, of the following
form, cf., e.g., [34–36]:
Z
Z
S[A, B, . . .] :=
κ1 (F, ∗F ) + κ2 (F, F ) +
κ3 (F, G) ,
(3.53)
M

M5

where now some further explanations are in order. First, (κi )3i=1 are symmetric bilinear
forms on V. In fact, for i = 3 we could have limited ourselves to a bilinear form on V ⊗ S.
But it turns out that upon restriction to S⊗S it has to become symmetric, so we can extend
it as required without loss of generality. κ3 is required to satisfy the following invariance
condition:
κ3 (x ◦ y, y) = 0
(3.54)
for all x, y ∈ V. By means of this condition, the contribution κ3 (F, A◦F ) to κ3 (F, G), which
contains all the terms without derivatives, vanishes evidently. By an explicit calculation one
then shows, that all the remaining terms in κ3 (F, G) assemble into an exact contribution.
This is needed so that the last term in (3.53), which is written in Wess-Zumino form with
the usual understanding, indeed induces a local term on M = ∂M5 .
Second, the dots in (3.53) indicate that this part of the functional depends on additional
fields. This is, on the one hand, the dynamical metric of the supergravity theory, which
is used to define the Hodge duality operation ∗ on M , entering the first, Yang-Mills type
contribution to S. But, on the other hand, the bilinear forms κi are permitted to depend
on the scalar fields of the theory. These in turn also transform with respect to the gauge
symmetries (3.50) and (3.51). For i = 1, 2, the correspondingly induced transformation on
the bilinear forms have to lead to

δ(,µ) κi (x, x) = 2κi ( ◦ x, x)

(3.55)

for every x ∈ V and all parameters  and µ as specified above, while κ3 has to be invariant,
δ(,µ) κ3 = 0. (We remark in parenthesis that, together with (3.54), this implies that (3.55)
holds true also for i = 3).
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With these conditions, the gauge invariance of (3.53) is manifest—which was one of
the reasons for not spelling out the Chern-Simons-like contributions to it coming from the
five-dimensional integral in terms of a four-dimensional representative.
In the supergravitational context, the bilinear forms κi are typically degenerate, and
different choices of them can still lead to locally on-shell equivalent systems. In particular,
generically not all of the 56 A-fields finally appear in such a concretely chosen functional,
and this also holds true for the B-fields: once that the Leibniz algebra is fixed, there can
be up to k of them, where k is subject to the constraint (3.45), but generically not all of
them will appear inside of S after the choice of the bilinear forms.
Leibniz gauge theories can be considered also independently as particular higher gauge
theories in their own right, cf., e.g., [22, 25, 36, 37]. In that case, a functional of the form
(3.53), to which one may add also
Z
κ4 (G, ∗G) ,
(3.56)
M

depends only on the fields A and B. The Hodge duality is then taken with respect to
some background metric on M , and gauge invariance requires that all the four, now fieldindependent bilinear forms, i = 1, . . . , 4, satisfy
κi (x ◦ y, y) = 0

(3.57)

for all x, y ∈ V.
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A

String-proof of associativity of the odd shuffle product 7

Let V be a vector space. Given an element φ ∈ T • (V ∗ ), we associate to it a functional on
the path space P (V ), the space of maps from [0, 1] to V , as follows:
∞ Z
X
Fφ [γ] =
dn t hγ(t1 ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ γ(tn ), φi
(A.1)
n=0∆n

for any γ ∈ P (V ), where h, i is the canonical pairing between T • (V ) and T • (V ∗ ) and
∆n = {(t1 , . . . , tn ) | 0 ≤ tn ≤ . . . ≤ t1 ≤ 1} .
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In other words, Fφ [γ] = hP exp(γ)(1, 0), φi, where P exp(γ)(t, t0 ) is the path-ordered expo• (V ), the formal completion of T • (V ):
nential of γ with values in T\
0

P exp(γ)(t, t ) =

∞ Z
X
t0 ≤tn ≤...≤t1 ≤t

n=0

dn t γ(t1 ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ γ(tn ) .

Then for any φ, φ0 ∈ T • (V ∗ ), one has
Fφφ0 = Fφ Fφ0 ,



where
denotes the (ungraded) shuffle product. Indeed, let us assume that φ ∈ T n (V ∗ )
and φ0 ∈ T m (V ∗ ). For any γ ∈ P (V )
Z

dn+m t hγ(t1 ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ γ(tn+m ), φ ⊗ φ0 i ,
(A.2)
Fφ Fφ0 [γ] =
∆n ×∆m

where
∆n × ∆m = {(t1 , . . . , tn+m ) | 0 ≤ tn ≤ . . . ≤ t1 ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ tn+m ≤ . . . ≤ tn+1 ≤ 1} .
The expression (A.2) can be rewritten as follows:
Z
X

Fφ Fφ0 [γ] =
dn+m t hγ(t1 ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ γ(tn+m ), φ ⊗ φ0 i ,
σ∈Shn,m

(A.3)

n+m
∆σ

where
∆n+m
= {(t1 , . . . , tn+m ) | 0 ≤ tσ(n+m) ≤ . . . ≤ tσ(1) ≤ 1} .
σ
Therefore indeed
Z

Fφ Fφ0 [γ] =

dn+m t hγ(t1 ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ γ(tn+m ), φ

∆n+m

 φ0i = Fφφ [γ] .
0

(A.4)



Now we show that the morphism of the algebra (T n (V ∗ ), ) to the algebra of functionals
on P (V ) is injective. We can easily verify by rescaling that, if Fφ [γ] = 0 for all γ ∈ P (V ),
then hP exp(γ)(t, 0), φi = 0 for all γ : [0, t] → V . To simplify our life, let us allow piecewise
continuous maps to V . We can take


v1 ,
0 ≤ t0 < τ1



 v2 ,
τ1 ≤ t0 < τ1 + τ2
0
γτ1 ,...,τn (t ) =
(A.5)
..

.



v , τ + ... + τ
≤ t0 ≤ t
n

1

n−1

where t = τ1 + . . . + τn and v1 , . . . , vn ∈ V are arbitrary (constant) vectors. We first observe
that, if γ ≡ v is a constant map, then
P exp(γ)(t) = exp(tv) =

∞
X
n=0
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tn
v| ⊗ .{z
. . ⊗ v} .
n!
n times

It follows from the general properties of the path-ordered exponential that P exp(γ)(t, t0 ) =
P exp(γ)(t, τ ) ⊗ P exp(γ)(τ, t0 ) for any τ in the domain of γ. Therefore for γ as in (A.5) we
obtain
P exp(γ)(t, 0) = exp(τn vn ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ exp(τ1 v1 ) .
Let φ ∈ T n (V ∗ ) be in the kernel of the morphism F to the algebra of functionals on P (V ),
that is, Fφ [γ] = 0 for all γ. Then, in particular, one has hexp(τn vn ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ exp(τ1 v1 ), φi = 0
for all τ1 , . . . , τn and v1 , . . . , vn ∈ V , which implies hvn ⊗. . .⊗v1 , φi ≡ 0 (one should take the
τ1 . . . τn −term in the corresponding power series expansion) and thus φ = 0. As a corollary,
the algebra (T n (V ∗ ), ) is commutative and associative.



Now we would like to adapt the above statement to the graded super case. Let L be a
graded vector space and
be the graded super shuffle product in T n (L∗ ); we will show
that (T n (L∗ ), ) is a super commutative associative algebra. Consider a free left graded
module LΛ , generated by L over the Grassmann algebra Λ = Λ• (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . .). The right free
graded module L∗Λ is naturally isomorphic to the space of graded Λ−linear maps LΛ → Λ,
so that hav, φbi = ahv, φib for all v ∈ L, φ ∈ L∗ , a, b ∈ Λ. Similarly, TΛp (L∗Λ ) ' T p (L∗ )Λ is
naturally dual to TΛp (LΛ ) over Λ. Moreover, one has





hσ(v1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ vn ), σ(φ1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ φn )i = hv1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ vn , φ1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ φn i
for any σ from the group of permutations Sn ; here the representation of Sn in the tensor
product T p (L) is generated by the action of the elementary permutations σ12 as follows:
σ12 (v1 ⊗ v2 ) = (−1)deg(v1 ) deg(v2 ) v2 ⊗ v1 .

(A.6)

This property is also true for the corresponding free modules over Λ.
Let γ be a path taking values in the even part of LΛ ; it can be also regarded as a morphism
of super-manifolds [0, 1] × R0|∞ → L. Given φ ∈ T • (L), we obtain a map on the space
of those morphisms with values in Λ by the same formula (A.1) as above. Apparently,
deg(Fφ ) = deg(φ), which implies in particular Fφ Fψ = (−1)deg(φ) deg(ψ) Fψ Fφ for any φ and
ψ of pure degree. Now, applying the same arguments as in the even case, see (A.2), (A.3),
(A.4), we immediately verify that Fφψ = Fφ Fψ . Let us remark that the Koszul sign in
the shuffle product for T n (L∗ ) follows from the sign rule (A.6).
In the main text, L = ΠV∗ and the odd shuffle product is denoted by 7 when applied
between elements in T • (V∗ ).
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